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Many multicellular communities propagate signals in a directed manner via excitable waves. Cell-
to-cell heterogeneity is a ubiquitous feature of multicellular communities, but the effects of hetero-
geneity on wave propagation are still unclear. Here we use a minimal FitHugh-Nagumo-type model
to investigate excitable wave propagation in a two-dimensional heterogeneous community. The
model shows three dynamic regimes in which waves either propagate directionally, die out, or spiral
indefinitely, and we characterize how these regimes depend on the heterogeneity parameters. We
find that in some parameter regimes, spatial correlations in the heterogeneity enhance directional
propagation and suppress spiraling. However, in other regimes, spatial correlations promote spi-
raling, a surprising feature that we explain by demonstrating that these spirals form by a second,
distinct mechanism. Finally, we characterize the dependence of the spiral period on the degree of
heterogeneity in the system by using techniques from percolation theory. Our results reveal that the
spatial structure of cell-to-cell heterogeneity can have important consequences for signal propagation
in cellular communities.
I. INTRODUCTION
Collective behaviors are omnipresent in natural sys-
tems. They exist in diverse systems such as animal
flocking, microbial colony formation and synchroniza-
tion, traffic jamming, and social segregation in human
populations [1–5]. Many of these systems span a hierar-
chy of scales and complexity, but the collective behavior
at larger scales can often be understood without knowl-
edge of many details at smaller scales [6–9]. This coarse-
grained approach is often used to describe communities
where a directed signal travels from agent to agent to
serve a function, which permits connections to reaction-
diffusion systems of excitable media [10].
Directed signal propagation in multicellular commu-
nities is an important and commonly observed phe-
nomenon. In the nervous system, a neuron passes an
electrochemical signal to another neuron directly through
a synapse. In a biofilm of Bacillus subtilis bacteria, the
interior cells transmit an electrochemical wave to the pe-
riphery to mediate the metabolic activity [11, 12]. In pan-
creatic islets, gap junction coupling mediates electrical
communication between cells [13]. The social amoebae
Dictyostelium discoideum communicate via the signaling
molecule cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) to co-
ordinate aggregation [6].
Heterogeneity in these communities may pose a chal-
lenge to directed wave propagation. The stochastic ex-
pression of genes leads to non-uniform protein distribu-
tions in cells. As a result, cells have heterogeneous re-
sponses to the wave propagation, and obstacles are natu-
rally generated. For example, in the biofilm, a fraction of
cells do not participate in the signal transmission, which
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can cause propagation failure [14, 15]. In cardiac cells,
cell death can result in large patches of non-conductive
tissue [16, 17], which are related to heart disease such as
fibrosis and ischemia [16, 18]. Heterogeneities play an im-
portant role in deciding the wave pattern and result in a
variety of wave behaviors, including wave death and spi-
rals [17]. However, the impact of heterogeneity on wave
propagation is still not fully understood.
The influence of heterogeneity on wave propagation has
been investigated experimentally using cell monolayers
[19] and patterned chemical systems [20–22], and theo-
retically using the FitzHugh-Nagumo model and cellular
automata models [16]. When the length scales of the het-
erogeneities in the medium are close to the length scales
associated with the propagating front, propagating waves
can develop breaks, which can either block wave propaga-
tion or cause spiraling [16]. There are several mechanisms
to explain the formation of spirals. For example the het-
erogeneity of the reaction field can stochastically generate
unidirectional sites, which can induce spirals [17]. Spiral
waves can also form as a result of an interaction between
chemical waves [23, 24]: when a chemical wave comes
close to another wave from the back, part of the wave
vanishes because of the refractory region of the preced-
ing wave, and as a result spiral cores are formed.
Spiral waves can be either beneficial or detrimental to
function. For example, spiral reentry of the action po-
tential can induce heart failure [25, 26], whereas a spiral
pattern formed on the nest of honeybees is an effective
protection mechanism [27]. Therefore it is important to
understand the formation of spiral waves in order to bet-
ter understand community-level function in living sys-
tems.
Here we focus on excitable wave propagation in a
two-dimensional heterogeneous community. We use a
minimal FitzHugh-Nagumo-type model to describe the
excitability of cells and introduce heterogeneity in the
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2model parameters. Our model predicts three dynamic
regimes (directed propagation, wave death, and spiral-
ing), and we demonstrate how these regimes depend on
the heterogeneity. We then introduce spatial correlations
in the heterogeneity, which naturally arise due to lineage-
based inheritance and cell-to-cell interactions [15]. Intu-
itively, one expects correlations to cause channeling and
therefore promote directed propagation, and we indeed
find this result in particular parameter regimes. How-
ever, we also find in other parameter regimes that cor-
relations promote the emergence of spiral waves, a sur-
prising feature that we explain by distinguishing between
two different spiraling mechanisms. Finally, we charac-
terize the dependence of the spiral period on the degree
of heterogeneity in the system using percolation theory.
Our results suggest that the spatial structure of cell-to-
cell heterogeneity can have important consequences for
signal propagation in cellular communities.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
We construct an integrated model combining the
FitzHugh-Nagumo (FN) model [28, 29] and spatial het-
erogeneity. We use the FN model to describe the exci-
tation of a single cell, which is coupled to its four neigh-
bors in a square lattice. Heterogeneities are introduced
by randomly assigning each cell to be “on” or “off” which
determines its parameter values (Fig. 1), as described be-
low.
A. Excitable wave model
Hodgkin and Huxley proposed the first quantitative
mathematical model to describe action potential propa-
gation through very careful experimentation on the squid
giant axon [30]. Modifying the Hodgkin and Huxley
model for excitable media, FitzHugh and Nagumo estab-
lished a partial differential equation model of two vari-
ables [28, 29]. The FN model is a simplified variant of
the Hodgkin and Huxley model, which traces the fast-
slow dynamics of an excitable system [31].
We use a minimal FitHugh-Nagumo-type model [32]
to describef excitable wave propagation in a two-
dimensional heterogeneous community. This minimal
model is
dui
dt
= [u2i (1− ui)− wi] +
∑
j∈N (i)
(uj − ui), (1)
dwi
dt
=
1
τ
ui, (2)
where i indexes the cells, and N (i) denotes the neigh-
bors of cell i. The fast activator variable u and the slow
inhibitor variable w are known as the excitable and recov-
ery variable, respectively. The variables u and v are also
FIG. 1: Excitable wave propagation model in a two-
dimensional heterogenous medium. (A) We evolve the dy-
namics on a 100 × 100 square lattice. A wave is triggered
by the central 5 by 5 cells and propagates outward to the
edges (cyan). (B) To introduce the heterogeneity, each cell is
randomly assigned to be “on” (small τ) or “off” (large τ).
referred to as the propagator and controller variables, re-
spectively. The parameters in this reaction-diffusion sys-
tem are the excitation strength , which when sufficiently
high supports pulse-coupled wave propagation [33], and
the recovery time τ , which sets the pulse duration of the
signal and thus governs the dynamics. The second term
in Eq. 1 is a discretized Laplacian term to account for
the cell-cell communication. The minimalistic nature of
this model promotes the interpretation of dynamics for
single cells in excitable media.
In all dynamical simulations, cells in the center are
initialized with u = 1 to trigger the excitable wave; all
other cells are initialized with w = 0 (Fig. 1A). We use a
square lattice of 100×100 cells with absorbing boundaries
on four sides. To evolve the dynamics, we discretize the
FN model in time using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta
method with time step ∆t = 0.02.
B. Introduction of heterogeneity
We start with a homogeneous community (all cells have
the same parameter values), and set the parameters in
the following way to support directed propagation. The
excitation strength  must be larger than 1 because oth-
erwise diffusion outpaces excitation and washes away the
signal; therefore we set  = 10 [14]. This places the model
in a diffusion-limited regime, which is consistent with sig-
naling in the biofilms of Bacillus subtilis [11]. We find
that the recovery time τ needs to be sufficiently large
(τ > 7) because otherwise the excitation is too short-
lived to trigger its neighbors with  = 10.
To introduce heterogeneity, we must choose (i) the pa-
rameter to which heterogeneity will be introduced, and
(ii) the distribution from which the parameter values will
be drawn. For the parameter, we choose τ (we find that
choosing  has little effect and the wave always propa-
gates). For the distribution, we use binary heterogeneity
for simplicity, where each cell has probability φ to be
on with τon > 7, and probability 1 − φ to be off with
τoff = 5. In Appendix A, we compare binary hetero-
3geneity to the continuous alternatives of log-normal and
log-uniform heterogeneity. We find that all three choices
lead to similar results, and therefore we focus only on
binary heterogeneity in what follows.
C. Spatial correlations
We introduce radially directed spatial correlations gov-
erned by an order parameter ρ [15]. With ρ = 0, the on-
cells are randomly distributed in the excitable medium.
With ρ = 1, radii of perfectly correlated on or off-cells
extend from the center to the periphery of the excitable
medium. To achieve a given level of correlation, we per-
form the following procedure. First, we randomly assign
the cells in the central 6 by 6 grid to be on with proba-
bility φ, and off otherwise. Then, for each cell with unas-
signed neighbors (in random order), we choose a neighbor
at random. With probability ρ we assign the neighbor to
the same on/off state as the original cell. Otherwise, we
assign the on/off state from the binary distribution. We
repeat these steps until all cells are assigned.
III. RESULTS
A. Heterogeneity produces three dynamic regimes
First we focus on uncorrelated heterogeneity (ρ = 0).
As we vary the fraction of on-cells φ and their response
timescale τon, we find three dynamic regimes, which we
denote wave death, radial propagation, and spiral (Fig.
2). Wave death means that the wave dies (u→ 0) before
reaching any edge (Fig. 2A). Radial propagation means
that the wave propagates from the center to the edge
(Fig. 2B). Spiral means that the wave forms a spiral pat-
tern and can survive indefinitely (Fig. 2C). We distin-
guish between radial propagation and spiral using the
following criterion: if each cell undergoes at most one
excitation we define the dynamics as radial propagation;
otherwise we define the dynamics as spiral.
For ρ = 0 (Fig. 3A, left), the phase diagram of these
dynamic regimes in the space of φ and τon is shown in
Fig. 3B (left). We see that for sufficiently small φ, there
are not enough on-cells to support the excitable wave;
the wave cannot transmit to the edge, resulting in wave
death (blue). In contrast, for intermediate and large φ
there are enough on-cells to support the wave, and we
have mostly radial propagation (green). However, for a
specific range of φ and when τon is sufficiently large, the
wave becomes long-lived, and we see that this gives rise
to spiraling (red).
FIG. 2: Examples of the three dynamic regimes. Brightness
is proportional to signal strength u, showing wavefront (cyan,
u → 1) and refractory wave back (black, u < 0). (A) Wave
death: signal dies at t = 18 before reaching any edge. (B) Ra-
dial propagation: wave propagates to edge and is absorbed at
boundaries. (C) Spiral: wave spins back on itself and persists
indefinitely; white arrow indicates spiral head.
B. Spatial correlation can either suppress or
promote spiraling
Next, we investigate the effects of spatially correlated
heterogeneity (ρ > 0). Correlation can occur, for exam-
ple, if excitation properties are inherited from cell to cell
as the cells grow radially outward to form the commu-
nity [15]. Intuitively, we would expect that because high
radial correlation creates channels of on-cells (Fig. 3A,
right), it should promote radial propagation and suppress
spiraling. However, we find that it can either suppress
or promote spiraling depending on the parameter regime.
Specifically, as seen in Fig. 3B, the top portion of the red
spiral regime in the phase diagram shrinks compared to
the ρ = 0 case, as expected, whereas the bottom por-
tion of the red spiral regime expands. The latter is a
surprising feature because one expects channeling to be
beneficial to radial propagation and thus detrimental to
spiraling.
Because of the different responses to correlated het-
erogeneity, we hypothesize that spirals in the top and
bottom portions of the spiral regime are formed by dif-
ferent mechanisms. To investigate this hypothesis, we
4FIG. 3: Correlated heterogeneity can either suppress or promote spiral waves. (A) With no correlation (ρ = 0, left), on-cells
are randomly distributed in the medium. Radial correlation (ρ = 0.75, right) produces channels of on-cells. (B) Correlation
suppresses spiraling at large τon (top red regime) but promotes spiraling at small τon (bottom red regime). We refer to these
subregimes as secondary spirals and breakup spirals, respectively. Phase diagrams in B contain 20 trials; spiral phase means
that a spiral was observed in at least one trial, and otherwise we label with wave death or radial propagation, whichever is
more frequent. Labels C-F in B correspond to the dynamics shown in panels C-F. White arrows in C-F indicate spiral head.
5focus on specific examples within these regimes (see the
labels C-F in Fig. 3B, which correspond to Fig. 3C-F). In
the top regime, when the heterogeneity is uncorrelated,
we see in Fig. 3C that some cells remain on after the
wave has passed. These cells then trigger secondary ex-
citations that become spirals. We therefore refer to these
spirals as secondary spirals. When the heterogeneity is
correlated, we see in Fig. 3E that these secondary spirals
are suppressed by the channeling effect, and the wave
propagates radially via the channels.
In the bottom regime, when the heterogeneity is un-
correlated, we see in Fig. 3D that the wave propagates
radially. However, when the heterogeneity is correlated,
we see in Fig. 3F that spirals form. The formation mech-
anism is different here than it is for the secondary spirals.
Here, when the wavefront confronts a barrier of off-cells
between channels, the wavefront breaks. Broken pieces of
the wavefront then become spirals. We therefore refer to
these spirals as breakup spirals. Because the channeling
is what causes the breakup, breakup spirals are enhanced
by correlated heterogeneity, in contrast to secondary spi-
rals.
We can now understand why secondary spirals form
at large τon, whereas breakup spirals form at small τon
(Fig. 3B). τon sets the timescale for the excitation, in-
cluding the refractory period. For a secondary spiral to
form, large τon is necessary because this allows some of
the on-cells—specifically, those that are surrounded by
other on-cells—to remain excited long after the wave has
passed. In contrast, for a breakup spiral to form, small
τon is necessary because this means that the cells near
the broken piece have already completed their refractory
period. They are able to become excited again, which
allows propagation of the breakup spiral.
C. Dependence of spiral period on anchor size
Our investigation of specific examples in Fig. 3C-F
suggests that when spirals form, they circulate around
clusters of off-cells in the medium, which we refer to as
anchors. This raises the question of how the properties
of the anchors influence the characteristics of spiraling,
e.g. the spiral period. To address this question, we first
consider a simplified example shown in Fig. 4A. In this
example, a circular off-cell anchor with diameter d is sur-
rounded by on-cells. The two central columns of cells
above the anchor are initiated with u = 1 to trigger the
wave, and w = 0.2 (a refractory state) to prevent wave
propagation to the right, respectively. As a result, a spi-
ral forms that travels around the anchor in a counter-
clockwise direction (Fig. 4B).
In a homogeneous medium, the speed of a wave propa-
gating according to Eqs. 1 and 2 is known [32] in the limit
of τ → ∞ to be v = √/2. Because the distance that
the spiral travels around the anchor is pid, the period of
FIG. 4: Simplified example to investigate spiral period. (A) A
circular off-cell anchor (black) with diameter d is surrounded
by on-cells (white). Cells are initialized to trigger a counter-
clockwise spiral, shown in B. (C) Period T as a function of d
with various values of τ .
rotation is T = pid/v, or
T =
pid√
/2
. (3)
Fig. 4C shows a test of this prediction in our simple ex-
ample. We see that the measured period agrees well with
the predicted period, and that the agreement improves
as τ increases, as expected. Furthermore, we see a de-
viation from the prediction for small d when τ is large,
which can be understood as follows. When the anchor
size is small enough that the period is less than the re-
covery time τ , the wavefront is disrupted by the previous
wave back, and the period is increased. Specifically, this
condition will occur when the predicted period in Eq. 3
is larger than τ , which sets a value of d > τ
√
/2/pi be-
low which the prediction should fail. For example, with
τ = 42 and  = 10, we expect a deviation below d ≈ 30,
which is consistent with Fig. 4C (red curve).
D. Dependence of spiral period on heterogeneity
In the heterogeneous system, the anchors consist of
the naturally occurring clusters of off-cells. The spatial
6statistics of these clusters are described by percolation
theory [34]. Therefore, the goal of this section is to use
percolation theory to investigate how the heterogeneity
parameters φ and ρ affect the spatial structure of the
community and in turn, the spiral dynamics.
Intuitively we expect that at any ρ, the spiral period
is a monotonically decreasing function of φ because the
off-cell clusters shrink with φ. To make this expecta-
tion quantitative, we turn to percolation theory. Two-
dimensional percolation theory on a square lattice applies
when ρ = 0 and predicts a critical threshold φc ≈ 0.59,
above which there exists a giant on-cell cluster spanning
the medium. We expect this regime to be dominated by
radial propagation. Conversely, below a complementary
threshold of φ = 1− φc ≡ pc ≈ 0.41, there exists a giant
off-cell cluster. We expect this regime to be dominated
by wave death. Indeed, we see in Fig. 3B (left) that,
roughly speaking, radial propagation occurs for φ > φc,
wave death occurs for φ < pc, and spirals occur within
pc < φ < φc. These regimes are rough because percola-
tion theory accounts for the static structure of the lattice
but not the excitable dynamics.
Near either percolation threshold, percolation the-
ory provides scaling relations for the cluster properties.
Therefore, we use percolation theory to understand how
the anchor size scales with φ. Specifically, above pc, the
mean off-cell cluster size scales as [34]
noff ∼ (φ− pc)−γ (4)
where γ = 43/18 ≈ 2.39. We confirm this scaling with
progressively larger lattice sizes in the inset of Fig. 5A.
We see that the mean anchor size is indeed a decreasing
function of φ.
The period should depend on the circumference of the
off-cell cluster being circulated. To the extent that the
fractal dimension [34] of the off-cell cluster is near two
(at φ = pc it is 91/48 ≈ 1.90), the mean circumference
should be roughly pi
√
noff . Therefore, following Eq. 3, we
predict that the spiral period should be
T =
pi
√
noff√
/2
. (5)
This prediction is shown in Fig. 5A (cyan dashed line),
where we measure noff from the lattices. Above φ = pc we
see the power-law decay from percolation theory, while
below φ = pc the divergence of noff and thus T is pre-
vented by the finite size of the lattice. We then compare
this prediction to the dynamic simulation results by plot-
ting the average spiral period (cyan data points in Fig.
5A). We see for both the prediction and the simulation
results that T decreases with φ as expected, but that
otherwise the agreement is poor.
To understand the deviation between the prediction
and the simulations, we investigate the dynamics of indi-
vidual spirals at various values of φ. When φ < pc (Fig.
5B), the giant off-cell cluster spans the whole system. In
contrast, the spiral typically circulates only a small part
of the cluster. Therefore the observed period is less than
predicted, as seen in Fig. 5A. When φ ≈ pc (Fig. 5C),
the spiral typically circulates the bulk of a single off-cell
cluster. The spiral avoids the fractal “arms” of the clus-
ter, but the cluster is also not maximally dense. These
two effects compensate, such that the predicted and ob-
served periods generally agree. When φ > pc (Fig. 5D),
the mean off-cell cluster size is small, but the spiral typ-
ically circulates multiple nearby clusters. Therefore the
observed period is greater than predicted, as seen in Fig.
5A.
Thus, we conclude that with uncorrelated heterogene-
ity (ρ = 0), percolation theory provides qualitative intu-
ition for the dependence of the spiral period on the on-
cell fraction, but not quantitative predictions due to the
fact that it cannot capture the details of the propagation
dynamics. What about highly correlated heterogeneity,
when ρ is large?
Standard percolation theory assumes ρ = 0 and there-
fore does not apply for general ρ. However, when ρ is
very large (ρ → 1), the off-cell clusters become highly
distended in the radial direction due to the correlation.
Therefore, they become quasi-one-dimensional, and we
may expect that tools from one-dimensional percolation
theory [34] could provide a predictive understanding. In-
deed, if we consider any radius of the system as a one-
dimensional lattice, we can calculate, for a randomly cho-
sen off-cell in that lattice, the mean length of the chain
of off-cells of which it is a member. The result, derived
in Appendix B, is
n1Doff =
2
(1− ρ)
1
φ
− 1, (6)
The circumference of the chain (ignoring the ends) is
twice this length, such that a spiral circulating with speed√
/2 should have a period
T =
2√
/2
[
2
(1− ρ)
1
φ
− 1
]
. (7)
When φ is small, there are many off-cells in the system.
Chains of off-cells from neighboring radii will fall next to
each other, and the quasi-one-dimensional nature of the
clusters will be lost. Therefore, we expect Eq. 7 to fail
for small φ. On the other hand, for large φ, chains of
off-cells will be rare, and we expect Eq. 7 to hold.
The prediction in Eq. 7 is compared with simulations
in Fig. 5E for ρ = 0.95. As expected, we see that the
prediction fails at small φ but succeeds at large φ. Indeed,
as seen in Fig. 5F, at small φ, chains of off-cells from
neighboring radii fall next to each other, and the clusters
are no longer quasi-one-dimensional. In contrast, as seen
in Fig. 5G, at large φ, the clusters quasi-one-dimensional
and well separated, and the spiral generally circulates one
of the clusters.
7FIG. 5: Dependence of spiral period on heterogeneity parameters with predictions from percolation theory. (A-D) Uncorrelated
heterogeneity (ρ = 0). A shows period T vs. fraction of on-cells φ predicted by two-dimensional percolation theory and
computed from simulations. Prediction succeeds qualitatively but fails quantitively as described in text and illustrated in B-D.
Inset confirms scaling prediction of percolation theory for various N × N system sizes. B-D show examples (labeled in A) of
spiral dynamics (cyan, trace of spiral head) and anchoring cluster(s) of off-cells (in D there are many clusters, distinguished
by color). (E-G) Strongly correlated heterogeneity (ρ = 0.95). E is as in A but with one-dimensional percolation theory to
describe quasi-one-dimensional clusters. Prediction succeeds at large φ. F and G are as in B-D. In A-D, τon = 240; in E-F,
τon = 9. In A and E, period is calculated as average time between excitations (u > 0.6) from cases out of 1000 trials where
spiraling occurred; error bars are standard error.
IV. DISCUSSION
We have developed a model that describes wave prop-
agation in a spatially correlated heterogeneous medium.
Despite the minimal nature of the model, and the ide-
alization of cells as squares on a regular lattice, our
model supports multiple dynamic regimes including wave
death, radial propagation, and spiraling. We have dis-
covered that spirals arise via two distinct mechanisms—
secondary triggers and wavefront breakup—and that spa-
tial correlations in the heterogeneity suppress the former
and promote the latter, in two distinct regimes within
parameter space. Furthermore, we have shown using per-
colation theory that the structural properties of the het-
erogeneity influence the dynamic properties of spiraling
(the period), and that the predictive power of percola-
tion theory is best when the spatial correlation is strong.
Taken together, our results suggest that the spatial struc-
ture of cell-to-cell heterogeneity can have important con-
sequences for directed signal propagation in cellular com-
munities.
The minimal nature of the model facilitates its applica-
tion as a phenomenological description of experiments on
signaling in cellular communities. Because there are only
two parameters describing the dynamics (the time scale
and the excitation strength), and two parameters describ-
ing the heterogeneity (the fraction and spatial correlation
of on-cells), these parameters could be easily calibrated
to experimental observations. Because the parameters
and variables are dimensionless, the cell length scale and
signal time scale would set the units of length and time,
and then other observables such as the wavelength and
fraction of signaling cells could calibrate other parame-
ters to the point where predictions could be made and
tested with no further free parameters [14].
Our work could also provide insights on how one might
engineer heterogeneous media to produce spiral waves.
First, the excitability threshold must be low; in this work
we set it to zero (in the typical FN there is an additional
threshold parameter in Eq. 1). Second, an intermediate
degree of heterogeneity is required, with not too many
or too few excitable cells (Fig. 3B), which could be con-
trolled by genetic engineering [14] or different fractions
of a multi-species cell mixture. Third, either a large or a
8small excitation timescale is required depending on the
degree of spatial correlation (Fig. 3B). The excitation
timescale could be changed by mutation [14], and the
spatial correlation could be controlled by modulating the
degree of cell redistribution in a microfludic device or by
using strains with differential growth rates.
Our model has limitations, and several extensions are
natural. Although we check that our results are insensi-
tive to the heterogeneity distribution (Appendix A), we
only add heterogeneity to one parameter (the timescale).
It may be more realistic to add heterogeneity to all pa-
rameters [35], including the excitation strength and, if
included, the excitation threshold. Moreover, we assume
that cells exist on a regular square lattice and that het-
erogeneity is only correlated in the radial direction. It
may be more realistic to add disorder to either the lat-
tice structure, cell size [14], or spatial direction of the
heterogeneity [15]. It will be interesting to see how our
model can be generalized, as well as how it can be used
to understand or engineer experimental systems in future
work.
Appendix A: Robustness to heterogeneity
distirbution
In the main text we use a binary distribution for het-
erogeneity in the parameter τ : a fraction φ of cells have
timescale τon while the rest have τoff = 5. Here we com-
pare this distribution to two others, a log-uniform and
a lognormal distribution (both ensure that τ stays posi-
tive), in terms of the resulting wave dynamics. To com-
pare all distributions on equal footing, we plot the dy-
namic phases in the space of the distribution’s mean and
standard deviation. We see in Fig. 6 that the phase dia-
gram of wave death (blue), radial propagation (green),
and spirals (red) are qualitatively similar in all three
cases. We conclude that the relationship between wave
dynamics and heterogeneity is largely independent of the
distribution from which the heterogeneity is drawn in our
model.
Appendix B: Mean length of off-cell chain in 1D
Consider any radius of the system as a one-dimensional
lattice of L cells. Denote the center and edge of the
radius as the left and right end of the lattice, respectively.
Calling any cell in this lattice a “mother” cell m, and its
rightward neighbor a “daughter” cell d, the conditional
probabilities P (d|m) of the state of the daughter given
the state of the mother are
P (d = on|m = on) = ρ+ (1− ρ)φ, (B1)
P (d = off|m = off) = ρ+ (1− ρ)(1− φ), (B2)
P (d = on|m = off) = (1− ρ)φ, (B3)
P (d = off|m = on) = (1− ρ)(1− φ). (B4)
FIG. 6: Phase diagrams in the parameter space of mean and
standard deviation with three different choices for the dis-
tribution of τ values: (A) binary, (B) log-uniform, and (C)
lognormal. We see that the structure of the phase diagram is
largely insensitive to the choice of distribution.
In Eqs. B1 and B2, the daughter is guaranteed to be in
the same state as the mother with probability ρ (first
term), and with probability 1− ρ it could also be in the
same state by chance, either on with probability φ or off
with probability 1 − φ, respectively (second term). In
Eqs. B3 and B4, the daughter is in the opposite state
as the mother, which requires both anti-correlation with
probability (1− ρ) and selection of the opposite state by
chance with probability φ or 1− φ, respectively.
Given these conditional probabilities, we calculate the
probability qs that a randomly chosen cell is at the left
end of a chain of off-cells of size s. It must be off with
probability 1−φ, its mother must be on with probability
P (m = on|d = off), the next s − 1 rightward cells must
be off with probability P (d = off|m = off), and the next
cell after that must be on with probability P (d = on|m =
9off), giving
qs = (1− φ)P (m = on|d = off)
× P (d = off|m = off)s−1
× P (d = on|m = off) (B5)
= φ2(1− φ)(1− ρ)2[ρ+ (1− ρ)(1− φ)]s−1. (B6)
The second step follows from Eqs. B2 and B3 and Bayes’
theorem,
P (m = on|d = off) = P (m = on)P (d = off|m = on)
P (d = off)
=
φ(1− ρ)(1− φ)
1− φ = φ(1− ρ),
(B7)
where we have used Eq. B4.
The probability qs is equivalent to the number Ns of
chains of size s, divided by the lattice size L. Similarly,
the probability that a randomly chosen cell is a member
of a chain of size s (not just the left end) is Nss/L. Fi-
nally, the probability Ps that a randomly chosen cell is a
member of a chain of size s, given that it is an off-cell,
is Nss/L divided by the probability of being an off-cell,
1− φ. Therefore, we have
Ps =
qss
1− φ. (B8)
Thus, the mean length of a chain containing a randomly
chosen off-cell is
n1Doff =
∞∑
s=1
Pss =
1
1− φ
∞∑
s=1
qss
2 =
2
(1− ρ)
1
φ
− 1, (B9)
as in Eq. 6, where we have used Eq. B6 and the properties
of a geometric series. Note that the mean chain size
decreases with φ and increases with ρ until diverging for
ρ→ 1, as expected.
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